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About This Game

Oscar Mike VR is a fast paced 5-on-5 FPS game for the Vive. Players can play as the International Special Forces or the Fifth
Column. OM:VR features realistic maps and weapons that make the players feel immersed in the action.

Oscar Mike is an objective-based multiplayer first-person shooter. Players play as either the International Special Forces or the
Fifth Column. The Fifth Column wants to plant and detonate a bomb at one of two bombsites, while the International Special

Forces want to defuse bomb or eliminate all enemy threats.

Play online with 9 other people or by yourself against bots.

Each round will last five minutes and the match will be played best of 11 rounds.
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Players can purchase weapons at the beginning of every round with money they earned from previous rounds.

The Fifth Column must plant a C4 explosive at one of two designated bomb sites labeled A or B. Players must defend their sites
until the countdown finishes and the bomb detonates. The International Special Forces must prevent the bomb from exploding,
either ensuring that Fifth Column team does not plant it or defusing the bomb once it is planted. If ISF team does defuse it, the

ISF team will still win regardless of how many players are still alive on the Fifth Column team.

Players can earn Steam Achievements and Steam Trading Cards by playing Oscar Mike against online opponents or offline
against bots.
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Title: Oscar Mike VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
For Loop Games
Publisher:
For Loop Games
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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oscar mike vr

Uplink did a better job being a game about hacking computers. This is all just clicking on stuff and not actually thinking. It's
also buggy as hell (the main interface randomly disappears).

Avoid!. Very poor game.
Poor graphic.
Poor gameplay.
Poor control,
I said poor??
Free but too expensive yet.
This game should not exist.

I don't know what is the qualification that STEAM have to accept a game but they should review her politic acceptation for
game.
I remark that poor game and early access are more frequent on steam since the last year...

All positive evaluation on this page were probably paid for make a positive evaluation..... No I don't recommend this game. i
played full price AAA games that made less fun.

also: still a better Nazi Shooter then RAID:WW2!. There are a few things to take into account when buying this game,
1: This isn't an indepth racer or car modification game
2: The purchase price reflects what sort of game to expect, (although I was actually pleasantly surprised)
3: If you remember playing Street Rod 1 & 2 for DOS this game is kind of a modern evolution on it but with more hydraulics,
bling and much less frustation (remember Mulholland drive races?)

I enjoyed it.. Its a gud game, has all my favorite console waifus. Fantastic game. Don't let the early-2000s dated graphics deter
you from playing this immensly rich, action-oriented game. Like Ys VIII and Ys Memories of Calceta, you play not only as
Adol but also can control two others in your party, and switch them out almost at any time. The story is fantastic, and has more
than a few twists I didn't see coming, which was very refreshing. The combat never gets old. There's just something satisfying
about leveling up your characters and their gear, then going back to a once hard enemy and wiping them out in one hit.

There are a few dozen side quests you can unlock, which give some decent rewards. However, it is possible to fail a quest
because you went too far into the story. I failed like 6 of them. Oh well.

I played it on Hard Mode, and it kicked my♥♥♥♥♥ but after 45 hours of playtime, I beat it. A few times a fight came down to
me with no recovery potions left and like 50 hit points. But whatevs, I won.

I also recommend every other Ys game on Steam, except for VIII. That still needs work on the PC version. PS4 version is
amazing, tho'.
. The combat is simple and will more often than not, depend on if you have your cool downs ready or not.
The mech's movement doesn't feel very smooth. The terrain can be used to your advantage in a fight, Higher ground can hit
and not be hit. It can also be frustrating if you fall off a bridge and have to run for a bit to get back to the fight.

It will take a lot of grinding to unlock mechs/weapons/items and then a lot of grinding to build them. You do have the option of
buying loot boxes, but do receive one for free everyday.
It is free, but I don't think it is worth the time.

If interested, I made a video that goes into more detail.
https://youtu.be/ZOHCAhknRHk
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Its really good.. Dumb game.

WHY IS THERE NEVER AN INVERT MOUSE FOR UNITY GAMES!?
Please invert the mouse... please?. It's fun. A new twist on tower defense, with ships and aquatic maps. Very nice puzzle game,
many levels, good music, challenging and relaxing, thumb up for me.. If you like to fly This is a pretty cool one.. Welcome to a
simple review about this game. I'll make this short. I'm not a fan of bullet hell games because they require alot of skills, But this
game takes it easy on you so thats what i like about it. The art style is Unquie not bad to say the least.
So why do i like the game because i liked it.. Unfinished prototype
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